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ABSTRACT.
In a Circular Economy, waste is a resource with potential to be valued. This concept idealized almost 30 years ago is still vague in its practical implementation process. This study evaluates from a social perspective the tendency to integrate resources into the waste management to answer the question: “How sociocultural perspectives on waste within a community could influence interventions and projects towards a circular economy?” Therefore, organized communities in the municipality of Guimarães and the University of Minho (UMinho), in the north of Portugal, were chosen as case study and strategies were analysed. The first part of this study focuses on evaluating the impact of a community project known as ‘Brigada Verde’ implemented in about 20 parishes in Guimarães. The second part relates to assisting in the policymaking process of a Sustainability Plan at UMinho; and the final section assesses best-practices for waste created by agents who took initiative towards a Circular Economy. The research objective is to evaluate how community strategies effectively achieve results according to several indicators as values, changing behaviours and creating solutions to waste.
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1. Introduction

In Portugal, the responsibility to manage the undifferentiated waste from domestic and non-domestic users (for less than 1100 litters) is on the municipal government (Borges, 2017). The city of Guimarães has already filled up one of its landfills, so waste is a concern. A circular economy is a tool to avoid overloading landfills, so it is crucial for society to incorporate source separation practices reducing the undifferentiated waste. The local government in Guimarães has developed several projects to bring awareness about sustainability to its inhabitants. The University of Minho shares the same concern related to sustainability and released a new Sustainability Plan that pretends to reduce the use of plastic in the bars and canteens. Therefore, the aim of this study is threefold focused on identifying changes out of a social process by: monitoring the action plans and interventions of a community project known as Brigada Verde (Green Brigades); by evaluating the implementation of a Sustainability Plan at the
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University of Minho and lastly by categorizing best-practices in a transitional process towards a Circular Economy.

Initially it is important to understand the historical drivers that influenced the sociocultural context of Guimarães, a city which has a concentrated industrial sector, attracts tourists because of the UNESCO World Heritage and receives thousands of students at the University of Minho. Guimarães is known for its industrious area for leather and textile, but those industrial activities damaged the environment, mainly the water resources (Alves, 2002). According to the researcher Elizabeth Pinto (2012), there has been a long history of spreading unhealthiness in Guimarães and what used to be a social and financial concern, became today an environmental problem (p. 13). Regarding the municipal waste, until 2004 the source separation of residues from the local industry was almost nonexistent, there was little environmental concern. In 2012, Guimarães was recognized as European Capital of Culture. Urban renewal and new cultural spaces were the goals of this event that crucially changed the image of the city. To measure the impact of that project, several citizens were informally interviewed, and the impressions were published in June 2013 on the report “Guimarães 2012 Capital Europeia da Cultura Impactos Económicos e Sociais”. Most respondents were satisfied with the changes: “Our city is a bit cleaner after becoming the Capital of Culture, also because of the tourists that come, we have to keep it beautiful”, said one mid-age lady who lives in Guimarães.

Therefore, the current political drivers have brought an environmental concern and gave space to sustainable projects to improve the waste management in the city. Several local communities - politically known as parishes - got organized as Green Brigades to establish voluntary agreements and to care about their community. In 2017, Guimarães was recognized as one of the three most sustainable cities in Portugal; Five parishes joined the first edition of the Portuguese National Contest Eco-Freguesias XXI 2017 and Guimarães was the municipality with the highest number of parishes awarded. The city joined the contest to become the European Green Capital 2020 and ended up ranked with the 5th position being Governance Indicator ranked with the 2nd position. The activities implemented for this contest were documented in several editions of the magazine ‘Guimarães Mais Verde’ and used as data to select the interventions related with the Green Brigades.

The University of Minho established a good relationship with the local government in Guimarães, collaborating through a research center known as Laboratório da Paisagem (LdP). UMinho was considered the first most sustainable Portuguese university for it was ranked as 48º in the UI Green Metric World University Rankings 2017. The second part of the research, focused on UMinho, because the university has a social responsibility to teach its students, the educated ones have a higher probability of becoming change makers and role models for applying the knowledge acquired. The literature review concerned the cultural context of UMinho indicated that the community is proud to be the first Portuguese university to develop a Sustainability Report Plan. When these local communities get organized to establish their shared social motivations, there is huge potential and effectiveness for achieving the goals towards a better future.

A recent study indicated that source separation of undifferentiated waste in Guimarães still needs to be improved, mainly organic residues and textile (Sepúlveda, 2017). These two materials - organic and textile - were identified as barriers and
opportunities for the local community to experience a Circular Economy. In the third part of this study, the impacts of good practices from individuals that inspire others to change behavior towards waste will be described. All those three cases will be studied under an integrated approach to understand how involved local communities experience the Circular Economy’s concept. This study aims to evaluate sociocultural processes in three different levels of communities by performing interviews, questionnaires, focus groups, experiments and observing the implementations of action plans.

2. Literature Review

There is a vast literature on the Sociology of Waste as well as on Circular Economy, but few of those papers reviewed have those two concepts intertwined. The common topic concerns were on environmental aspects such as water and pollution, or also on the Environmental Psychology area. Following those two keywords, the gap found among the analyzed academic papers concerned undifferentiated waste and its relation to the sociocultural process within a community. The research found on Circular Economy pointed out that there is still confusion whether it is a new concept or a revitalization of pre-existing ideas.

Table 1. Summary of literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main contribution</th>
<th>Diverging point</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

One of the reasons why the concepts related to Sociology of Waste and its sociocultural impact are not intertwined with the Circular Economy might be because the focus on the CE has been more on the economic and environmental concerns. Behaviours towards waste or sustainability have been studied regarding the individual level or related to a specific country, but there are many levels as family and community that were not found
in the literature reviewed. Therefore, the classical Social Theories that were selected to support this research on Circular Economy were incorporated on this review.

Table 2. Social Theories related to Circular Economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Scope and Application</th>
<th>Usages of the model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985).</td>
<td>Theory of planned behavior is determined by intention to perform / attitude or perceived behavioral control / subjective norm.</td>
<td>Disease prevention behavior, birth control behavior, consumption prediction, whether to wear a seat belt or not.</td>
<td>Provides instructions for designing questionnaires (attitude/value rating scales). Provides information on development of communication strategies/evaluation studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social cognitive theory (Bandura, 2001).</td>
<td>Explains how people acquire / maintain certain behavioural patterns, with factors as environment and people.</td>
<td>Relevant for designing health education and health behavior programs.</td>
<td>SCT provides a framework for designing, implementing and evaluating programs; Provides the basis for intervention strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observational learning (Bandura, 2001).</td>
<td>Occurs when a person watches the actions and outcomes of another one; and receives a reinforcement / capability to perform a behavior.</td>
<td>Relevant for ethnocultural studies.</td>
<td>Provides credible role models of the targeted behaviour and the skills to perform it. Basis for Focus Group and anthropological studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupthink (Irving, 1982)</td>
<td>A highly cohesive group, isolated from contrary opinions, and ruled by a leader who is too confident and ignores contingency plans.</td>
<td>Interesting for decision making processes and governance.</td>
<td>Provides tools to recognize the dangers of groupthink: limits discussion; initial solution is never restudied; any experts opinion; highly selective in gathering information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network theory (Mouge, 2003).</td>
<td>Focuses on: relationships between people, feelings and the exchange of information, goods and money.</td>
<td>Used to study organizational phenomena, control over information, communication and influences.</td>
<td>By mapping relationships and emergent patterns, uncovers the communication patterns and structures. Basis for Interviews and surveys.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is well known that education campaigns regarding environment are very effective at schools, the younger the child the better. However, there is another factor of influence that is not so obvious: a school is a community. It means that there are variables as role models and peer pressure, influencing or controlling behaviors, that are determining the
social environment and triggering behavior change. A community is a dynamic involving organism influenced by a **groupthink** aspect given by the impression that a specific group is the dominant one because of power or number of members. Outside of a limited physical space like a school, university or neighborhood, it is the media who gives us the impression of what the dominant group must focus on.

A community is also a nurturing space to gather data from **observational learning** and its impact on source separation practices. **Social cognitive theory** and **Theory of Planned Behaviour** are necessary to develop a strategy aligned to the community targeted; The **network theory** facilitates the monitoring activities. Engaging, involving, exemplifying, leading by example, encouraging and enabling, all those actions are determined by sociocultural factors that influence interventions and projects.

### 2.1 Research question and research objectives

The main research question is: “How sociocultural perspectives on waste within a community could influence interventions and projects towards a circular economy?”. This study has three folded specific objectives based on different cases: Green Brigade, University of Minho and the emerging strategies out of those two mentioned communities towards Circular Economy.

1) “What triggers a community to mobilize themselves as Green Brigade acting towards a shared common goal?”. This first research objective is focused on the **mobilization** of community-based organizations (CBOs) as the Green Brigades, which is an eco-activism involving 20 out of the 48 parishes in Guimarães. Monitoring the impact of activities and mobilization campaigns requires indicators to measure the objectives planned and achieved on waste separation. To define indicators is necessary to know better the characteristics of the communities, they could be driven by different motivations, such as cleaning up their neighborhood or earning an income from solid waste. A strong sense of community often helps to stimulate participation, but community members play different roles and present different levels of involvement. Some communities are also documenting their actions on websites, as for instance the Lapinha-Vizela ([lapinhavizela.wordpress.com/](http://lapinhavizela.wordpress.com/)).

The data presented about Green Brigades in Guimarães was collected on March 24, 2018, during a conference at the research center Laboratorio da Paisagem. The representative of the Brigada Verde (BV) from Caldelas parish, José Fonseca, believes that the best way to reach the adults is by teaching children at schools. He explained that the community holds a joint meeting to write the plan of action on how to involve associations of the parish. The main values that the BV in Caldelas wants to communicate are consistency, continuity of purpose and resilience. The main interest is to bring together people that care about the environment, independent if they want to join the organization or not.

In 2017, Guimarães was recognized as the municipality with the most awarded eco-parishes at national level, in the same contest, the parish of Fermentões was ranked as the 5th best one (Gomes, 2017). Another case is the Green Brigade from Creixomil parish, which has only one year of existence, but already receives support from the local government to enforce the rehabilitation of forests and accomplish other small actions. The support from the environmental research center Laboratorio da Paisagem, located in...
Creixomil, is an important part of the success of this recently organized group. Regarding selective waste collection, there is a lack of good practices and they are aware that it takes time to change, but they do not want to “give up the fight”. One of the main activities is to challenge children to be environmental defenders.

There is a discussion among the brigades about the possibility of joining forces with other parishes since 100 people together would have greater impact than twice 50 divided into two parishes. A real concern is the new way of life in which people are more isolated and less involved with their surroundings. The non-members refuse to get involved believing that they act accordingly well by themselves. There are about 20 green brigades with more than 2000 agents, but this research will focus on monitoring 3 interventions and 3 projects related to the selective waste.

2) “What are the communication patterns or structures when shared responsibility on waste is perceived by different stakeholders and actors at the University of Minho?”. The second research objective focuses on the perceived shared responsibilities while implementing actions. After analyzing communities in neighborhoods, it was interesting to search for another level of community involvement, it could have been industry, commerce or restaurants. The reason why UMinho’s community was chosen is that academic knowledge plays a direct role in society and carries a social responsibility. It would be necessary to understand how the agents from this academic space perceive their responsibility on waste. The SASUM (Serviços Ação Social) and the Management Council are two committees sharing the responsibilities for sustainability plans inside UMinho, but this fact causes confusion to determine accountability. Institutional fragmentation in waste management makes it harder to move forward and leads to a different course from the Circular Economy concepts. However, this could be prevented by asking for authority and responsibility clarifications while designing a tool as the Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM).

Responsibility is a practical issue. For instance, there is a fine line distinguishing who is responsible to prevent that bars inside the campus offer or not plastic cups to their client. Should it be consumers, the Board of Managing Directors or each bar should be free to decide based on their infrastructure? For this research objective, the selected indicators will point towards accountability and alignment of values. In 2004, students of Communication Studies decided to launch a campaign to reduce organic waste from the restaurants and canteens at UMinho, known as the movement “Menos olhos do que barriga” (smaller eyes than stomach), it was a very successful intervention with posters and personal approach. This is an example that students can also take responsibility and be involved to develop actions regarding waste.

To collect data about the decision-making process and stakeholders for this second research objective, it would request a closer involvement with regulations and projects on sustainability at UMinho. Therefore, on the 15th of March 2018, during a meeting at SASUM, it was established that the researcher of this paper would collaborate with UMinho regarding communication strategies for sustainability. After the second meeting at SASUM, on the 4th of April, it was suggested to collect data about food waste from the restaurant kitchen to develop a course material for capacity on reducing waste. It was a great opportunity to talk with the employees at the canteen and bars while putting in practice the observational learning process. Besides getting involved with
policymaking and implementations on the Sustainability department, the researcher will also cooperate with the Communication department by suggesting articles to be published on the university’s newspaper, as well as organizing clean-up interventions, pilot experiments with innovations and events focused on waste concerns.

3) “What are the best practices with social impact of grassroots movements that close loops on resources and lead to a Circular Economy?” Third specific objective is to analyse best practices with social impact on grassroots movement.

The European Union has been promoting waste valorisation and recycling of materials within its member-states. In this sense, Guimarães is making progress with the PAYT (pay as you throw) system, which is a social innovation focused on the four main recyclable materials- glass, paper, plastic and metal, but not on the organic and textile waste. Even materials as gums and cigarette butts received attention and two innovative projects known as Papa-chicletes (gums containers) and EcoPontas (cigarette butts containers) were implemented in the main areas of the city since 2016. So, that is why the two initiatives selected for this research objective involves textile and organic waste. In this preliminary study two grassroots movements were identified:

(1) Quinta Vedeiros is a small farm located about 300 meters away from the campus of UMinho in Guimarães. Nuno Oliveira is responsible for the organic farming, and for several months he has been collecting per week about 20 kilos of coffee grounds from the bars of the university for composting. The valorisation of what would be considered waste closes the loop for this resource. This is a very promising movement since composting in urban areas has a huge potential for promoting urban agriculture. Besides that, the local government grants small areas of community gardens to families with low income to practice urban agriculture. However, there is no organized selective collection of coffee grounds in the bars and restaurants of Guimarães, while it could close the loop for resources to composting. When the organic waste ends up in the landfill, it releases greenhouse gas emissions (methane), while if it was properly sorted out the organic material could increase the rates of composting material produced. In Guimarães, the organic material represents 36.42% of the undifferentiated waste collected by the municipality (Sepúlveda, 2017).

(2) Guimarães has a strong textile industry and a high number of tailoring shops. Due to the large textile industry, it reaches on average 5.32% of clothing material out of the total composition of undifferentiated waste collected by the municipal waste management (Sepúlveda, 2017). However, this number increases if considering specific collection areas (circuit 3B) near the textile industry, where this percentage reaches 27% of textile collected with the undifferentiated waste. However, a garment collecting campaign launched in 2013 by the international company H&M has changed the waste destination of several tailoring shops in Guimarães. This top-down intervention is very successful in Guimarães where several clients drop off their old clothes at the tailoring shops, then the dressmakers donate it to H&M stores.

3. Methodology

Monitoring indicators are used to evaluate the effectiveness of strategies, they need to be linked with results and actions under each strategy to be identified, as well as
specific objectives and impacts of implemented activities. It helps to ensure integration or to test acceptance of policies and innovation. Indicators can only reduce uncertainty on the monitoring process when it is based on good data, achieved targets and when it takes sociocultural values into account. In this case, indicators will reflect social contexts and could turn information into knowledge. These are the 3 sets of indicators selected based on preliminary study for each research objective:

1. Indicators to be used to evaluate and monitor the Green Brigades: selection of actions, littering/cleaning the environment, citizen involvement or participation, influencing actors, level of public participation, community integration, barriers and attitudes, habits and motivations, key behaviours for great effects, civic pride of the city/parish, social pressure and interactions.

2. In the second objective, the indicators could assist in policymaking: proactive policy, strategic framework, role as stakeholders, governance, commitment to sustainability / waste as priority, undifferentiated waste intensity, resource management and recycling, distance of the deposit bin, pride of the image of the university, paying attention and listening to the ones affected by the policy.

3. The indicators to be used to develop a performance assessment of best practices on social business initiatives are the ones aligned with a circular economy: collaboration, innovation, social business, creativity, financial and human resources, life cycle thinking, consumption habits and effort time consumption of the new activity.

4. Description of Tasks Timeline and Methods

Table 3. Indicative timelines for expected results to be achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 years</th>
<th>April 2018-2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What will be done</td>
<td>How Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Collect data!</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Identify main actors directly or indirectly related to the selected activities;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Design focus groups, interviews and questionnaires;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Use the SMART method to evaluate efficiency of initiatives;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Analyze frameworks and policies, Communication plans and Conducted status meeting.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Content research!</td>
<td>4 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Monitor systematic gathering and analyze information that will help measure progress on an aspect of the project;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Gathering data through internal reporting, continuous check of status quo, analysis of deviations;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. UMinho: Mapping and situation analysis of waste separation, initiatives working on reducing waste flows;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. Questionnaires approved and done; interviews and focus groups prepared test and data collection. Quantify and qualify impact.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Assessing performance!
   - Create a Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM)
   - Pilot-tests for reception of policies.
   - Ensure integration of practices.
   - 4 months | May 2019

4. Evaluate data!
   - Data analysis: determine the variables and their relationships, calculate basic statistics, and present results clearly, including how to deal with missing data, variable groups, and graphs.
   - 3 months | August 2019

5. Interpret data!
   - Write a thesis that will assist in policymaking and will evaluate actions and practices.
   - 6 months | Fev. 2020

6. The final scope of these tasks is to write a scientific article for publication in journals (at least 4 articles will be published throughout the project), to have participation in Scientific Conferences for and consequent publication of articles in Book of Proceedings.
   - 6 months | April 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Summarized Research Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Steps / Research questions</th>
<th>Data Collection Methods</th>
<th>Data Analysis Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What triggers a community to mobilize themselves as Green Brigade acting towards a shared common goal?</td>
<td>Semi-structured and written interviews with agents actively working in the selected interventions and projects.</td>
<td>Situational analysis and content analysis to extract indicators and keywords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Documents and media material related to strategic planning.</td>
<td>Design thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the communication patterns or structures when shared responsibility on waste is perceived by different stakeholders and actors at the University of Minho?</td>
<td>Observational learning and pilot experiments.</td>
<td>SMART methods to build the structure of data collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desk research on policies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delphi methods with stakeholders in order revise their previous answers confronted with the other members of the panel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the best practices with social impact of grassroots movements that close loops on resources and lead to a Circular Economy?</td>
<td>Triangulation to investigate the opportunities for a closed loop and its social impacts.</td>
<td>Thematic analysis to pinpoint the patterns. The agents create changes and the thesis tells the story!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling and optimization of decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

One of the factors why environmental awareness campaigns are very effective at schools is because of the community aspect, considering variables as peer pressure to
influence and to determine the social values triggering behaviour change. When people feel watched because of an environmental campaign, they tend to change behaviour. A community is a dynamic involving organism influenced by a groupthink aspect as power of the dominant ones as well as the size of the group (members). The limited physical spaces of this research will be a university and neighbourhoods; nurturing spaces to gather data, to identify source separation practices and to analyse decision-making regulations.

Actions as engaging communities, involving people, leading by example, encouraging and enabling are determined by sociocultural factors that influence interventions and projects. People with negative perspectives on their communities make in general bad choices, while if there is trust and concern about the community, the tendency is to make better environmental choices. The smaller the group (6 to 5 people) the more pro-social actions individuals will have, because of a correlation when others get to know your actions, you will pay more attention on your actions. The more anonymous shared responsibility, the higher the chance of making negative choices and actions. The bigger the group, the higher tendency to put the responsibility on someone else.
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